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GUARANTEED?

CUSTOMER SURVEYS CAN HELP YOU PLEASE MOST OF YOUR
CLIENTS MOST OF THE TIME. ;u,,'tt ,ti.li Y'i)'t'-'1"''r'i EXPLAINS HO\7
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.or a professional  services f i rm there can be no

p- more signi f icant measure of  the strength of  i ts

business than the sat isfact ion of  i ts  customers.

&," Satisfied customers spend more money,

make recommendat ions to peers,  and help bui ld a

f i rm's reputat ion.  There is no doubt that  customer

satisfaction matters.

Yet how can we know how satisfied our customers

are? lt is not enough to provide everyone with the same

service and expect them al l  to be happy. What one cl ient

values in an accountant,  another c l ient  s imply expects,

and another c l ient  sees as a distract ion.  Al l  too of ten the

f i rst  s ign of  d issat isfact ion is a phone cal l  terminat ing

the relat ionship.

A growing number of  accountancy pract ices are

beginning to use customer sat isfact ion surveys to pre-

empt those cal ls.  These surveys al low companies to
judge the sat isfact ion levels of  indiv idual  c l ients and to
benchmark them over t ime and against  the compet i t ion.
They can prompt internal  process improvements,  they
can be used to incenvitise staff, and they can guide

the al locat ion of  resource. But,  most important ly,  i f
conducted proper ly they can increase cl ient  retent ion

and so boost sales and orof i ts.

, ;r: t'i li i l. ; i i. ,1.1i it 1 |
it is, however, important to get them right. Get them
wrong and they can actual ly damage cl ient  re lat ionships.
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One of the first decisions you will face is how you

will contact your customers to gather their views. At
Deloitte, the client service assessment team conducts
face-to-face interviews tailored to each individual client.
Perrine Summers, head of client service assessment,
says:'The process helps us develop quality relationships
with our clients. lt's a platform for change that helps our
service orovision to evolve.'

It is also the most expensive way of gathering

feedback, and so is only feasible ifyou have large,
highly profitable client accounts. For most firms it
will be necessary to pick a cheaper alternative. Postal
questionnaires involve print costs, but by including the
survey in existing correspondence, such as invoices,
it can be an affordable option. lt is, though, fairly
impersonal, and so few firms take that route.

For many, the telephone interview provides the
best combination of cost-effectiveness and individual
attention. For the past six years BDO has run telephone
interviews and last year surveyed 460 of its clients.
Michel le Panayi, cl ient relat ionship manager, says: ' ln
the current climate, customer retention is key, and this
survey allows us to address any individual issues that
arise, and to improve the way we operate.'

She continues:'We use an agency to make the calls,
because they have trained interviewers, and because
it gives clients greater confidence in the survey's
confidentiality and objectivity. This leads to a higher
response rate. with budgets coming under so much
pressure at the moment it's tempting to bring it inhouse
or even scale it back, but for us customer satisfaction is
too important.'

But last year BDO began offering an online alternative
to the phone survey. These are cheaper to run, and are
in fact proving very popular with the firm's customers.
'Over half preferred to do it online,' reports Panayi.'Next
year we're looking to reach out to even more clients and
we think that online research will allow this to happen.'

TldE R]GHT QUESTIOT{S
One of the most important decisions is what to ask
your customers. Jim Hodgson, senior associate director
at research firm Harris Interactive, offers this advice:
'Customer loyalty depends on both rational and
emotional factors, so you should ask about business and
professional competence and day-to-day interactions,
and also questions about trust, having the client's
interests at the heart of their business, and other
questions based on the strength ofthe relationship.'

He continues:'A good way to ensure all the important
questions are being asked is to hold customer focus
groups prior to the main survey period. In this relaxed,
open discussion, a selection of your clients will be
encouraged to identify the factors that are important to
them in their relationship with your firm.'

While this is no doubt the most effective method,
for those who are restricted by time or money, there

is a simpfer, quicker solution. In his boolt The Ultimate

Question, research guru Frank Reichheld, advocates
the use of the net promoter score. Put simply, this is
asking customers to rate on a scale from one to 1 0 their
willingness to recommend your product or service to a
friend or colleague. For the company that wants to get
a quick indication of levels of customer satisfaction, it is
hard to beat this simple approach.

TAKE ACTION
Perhaps the most common mistake organisations make
with customer satisfaction surveys is failing to act on the
findings. lt is not just a waste of resource; it can also be
highly damaging to cl ient relat ionships. You wil l  raise
expectations with your survey and then if no changes
result those clients will be disappointed. They will feel as
if their opinions have been ignored.

Consequently, many firms tread cautiously in this
area. Bev Cook, head of marketing at Tenon, says: 'We
do questionnaires at the end of projects and we have
an online survey that regional offices can adapt as
necessary, but we don't really have the technology or
the processes in place yet to conduct a broader survey. lf
you do those, you need to communicate the results back
to your customers and you need to commit to action. lt
is not something to be taken lightly.'

Smaller firms can use customer
satisfaction surveys to remarkable effect.
In 2002-03, following a year of rapid
growth and the staffing problems this
caused, Surrey-based Robert James
Partnership (RJP) lost 340lo of its turnover.
So it hired a company to help compile a
customer satisfaction survey, and then
Dosted it to its clients.

By following up with a phone call it
achieved an impressive 30olo response
rate.'Clients told us about several
concerns,'says Lesley Stalker, head of
tax.'They didn't like not knowing what
our fee was going to be until they got

our bill. They didn't like having to deal
with many different people and they
were concerned that no one Derson at
RJP had a good understanding oftheir business. Finally, they were very opposed to paying
for phone conversations with us.'

Over a two-year period the firm addressed each issue in turn. The result has been that in
the past five years, turnover has increased by around 15o/o, and profit has increased from 3olo
ofturnover in 2002 to 3106 in 2008.

It is clear evidence of the potential value of customer satisfaction surveys to accountancy
firms, both large and small. In the coming yedrs we can expect to see more and more firms
running these surveys. That can only be good news for those firms and their clients.
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